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Abstract
Various empirical tests performed on human participants and also by means of search engines on the Web reveal that,
whenever the conceptual combination The Animal Acts is considered as a combination of the individual concepts Animal
and Acts, the ‘Clauser–Horne–Shimony–Holt’ version of Bell’s inequalities (‘CHSH inequality’) is violated. We work out
in this paper a quantum representation in Hilbert space for a dataset collected on the same combination of concepts using
‘Google Images’ as search engine, which ‘significantly violated’ the CHSH inequality. This result proves the existence of
non-classical structures in visual perception and strongly indicates the presence of ‘quantum entanglement’ as an explanation
for themeaning connection between the component concepts, alsowhen thismeaning connection is expressed through images.

Keywords CHSH inequality · Quantum structures · Visual perception · Meaning connection

1 Introduction

Among the quantum effects recently identified within the
quantumcognition research program (Aerts 2009;Aerts et al.
2013a, b, 2018; Busemeyer and Bruza 2012; Dalla Chiara
et al. 2015a, b; Khrennikov 2010; Melucci 2015), quantum
entanglement is certainly one of the most important and
intriguing ones, with the additional advantage that its quan-
tum fingerprint can directly be tested experimentally (Aerts
and Sozzo 2011;Bruza et al. 2009, 2015;Gronchi andStram-
bini 2017; Beltran and Geriente 2019).

It is indeed well known from the research on the founda-
tions of quantum theory that entanglement is responsible for
quantum entities to exhibit non-classical correlations which
are actualized at a distance and can be tested experimentally
since they violate Bell’s inequalities (Bell 1987), includ-
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ing one of its versions, the Clauser–Horne–Shimony–Holt
(CHSH) inequality (Clauser et al. 1969). These non-classical
correlations are nowadays widely exploited in quantum tech-
nologies, which use the peculiarities of entangled states,
and also entangled measurements, to encrypt data, process
quantum information, simulate quantum computation tasks,
teleport unknown quantum states, etc.

Recently, situations of composite entities violating the
CHSH inequality were identified in human cognition, pre-
cisely in the way individual concepts are combined in the
human mind through meaning.

Our research team has been engaged for two decades in
theoretical and experimental studies of entanglement outside
the microscopic domain (Aerts et al. 2000).

More specifically, we performed a psychological test ask-
ing 81 human participants to choose in a questionnaire the
exemplars, e.g., Bear Growls, Tiger Snorts, Cat Meows, etc.,
that they elected as ‘good examples’ of the conceptual com-
bination The Animal Acts, considered as a combination of
the individual concepts Animal and Acts. We found that the
empirical probabilities violated the CHSH inequality by a
numerical value of 2.4197, which is close to the CHSH viola-
tion found inBell tests on quantumparticles (Aerts andSozzo
2011). This investigation showed that individual conceptual
entities, like Animal and Acts, exhibit a meaning connec-
tion, whenever they combine to form the bipartite conceptual
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entity The Animal Acts, which cannot be explained in terms
of classical structures.

The study of 2011 left open the question of whether the
non-classical correlations of Animal and Acts are genuinely
quantum, though strong indications were provided in this
direction. The loop was closed in 2014, when we worked
out a quantum model in Hilbert space of the data in Aerts
and Sozzo (2011). However, a somewhat unexpected result
was obtained: the meaning connection between Animal and
Acts can indeed be explained as due to quantum entangle-
ment, but the latter is even stronger than the one that was
originally found inBell tests in quantumphysics, as entangle-
ment is present in both the states of the composite entity The
Animal Acts and the joint measurements that are performed
on this composite entity and enter the CHSH inequality.
In other words, whenever we ask a sample of participants
which exemplar amongHorseGrowls,HorseWhinnies,Bear
Growls and Bear Whinnies is a good example of The Animal
Acts, this operation cannot be generally decomposed into
an operation in which we separately ask which exemplar
between Horse and Bear is a good example of Animal ‘and’
which exemplar between Bear andWhinnies is a good exam-
ple of Acts (Aerts and Sozzo 2014).

The outcome above was a priori unexpected, but should
not surprise too much: indeed, it is true that, for example,
Horse Whinnies is just a juxtaposition of the words ‘horse’
and ‘whinnies’, but the latter words also express concepts
which are connected bymeaning.Hence, ifwe accept the idea
of considering concepts as ‘entities in a specific state’ and
not as ‘containers of objects’, then this meaning connection
is exactly captured by entangled states. And, it is a standard
quantum result that anymeasurement having entangled states
as outcome states is an entangled measurement.

Our research team provided additional evidence of entan-
glement in concept combination in 2018,whenwediscovered
that the CHSH inequality is also violated in a Web test
where the exemplars of The Animal Acts are ‘chosen’ in
document retrieval operations using specific corpuses of doc-
uments, like ‘Google Books’ (Beltran and Geriente 2019).
Also here, however, an unanticipated result was attained: the
CHSH inequality is violated by an amount that exceeds the
famous ‘Cirel’son bound’ for genuinely quantum violations
(Cirel’son 1980)—for example, the CHSH factor is equal to
3.4058, definitely higher than the bound of 2

√
2 = 2.8284

predicted by quantum theory for entangled states and product
measurements. We can again explain this result by assuming
that meaning connection is created by entanglement and that
this entanglement is present in both states andmeasurements.
In fact, we proved in a quantum Hilbert space representation
of the Web data that exemplars that are high-meaning con-
nected, like Bear Growls, or Tiger Snorts, are described by
entangled states, while exemplars that are low-meaning con-

nected, like Horse Whinnies or Bear Meows, are described
by product states (Aerts et al. 2019a).

In the present paper, we further extend our research on
entanglement in the combination of meaning entities, elab-
orating a quantum representation in Hilbert space for the
empirical data collected by one of us in a test on visual per-
ception where the probabilistic data on The Animal Acts to be
inserted into the CHSH inequality are obtained by counting
the images retrieved using ‘Google Images’ as search engine
(Aerts Arguëlles 2018).

We firstly review the empirical procedures which were
followed in the ‘Google Images’ test, observing that it sig-
nificantly violates the CHSH inequality, hence showing that
non-classical structures are present in the combination of
entities of meaning (Sect. 2), which in this case are images.
Then, we elaborate a Hilbert space representation of the data,
using the formal procedures employed in Aerts and Sozzo
(2014) and Aerts et al. (2019a). We prove that the viola-
tion of the CHSH inequality in the ‘Google Images’ test can
be explained by assuming that a stronger form of entangle-
ment is responsible for the identified meaning connection, in
which both the state and the joint measurements are entan-
gled (Sect. 3). We finally compare the results obtained in the
psychological test with those obtained in the visual percep-
tion test (Sect. 4).

The result obtained in this paper provides further theoret-
ical and empirical support to the assumption that ‘quantum
entanglement captures both conceptually and mathemati-
cally the meaning connection existing between conceptual
entities whenever these combine’. This research fits a general
unifying and explanatory perspective on the phenomenon of
entanglement in bipartite systems, as it manifests in micro-
and macrophysical systems, as well as in human cognition,
we have recently developed (Aerts et al. 2019b).

2 Violation of the CHSH inequality in visual
perception

In Aerts Arguëlles (2018), the conceptual combination The
Animal Acts with different of its exemplars, e.g., The Tiger
Growls, The Cat Meows, etc. was investigated as expressed
by pictures. ‘Google Images’ were used to calculate the rel-
ative frequencies of appearance of the pictures expressing
the exemplars of The Animal Acts, and they were inter-
preted as ‘probabilities of appearance’ and inserted into the
CHSH version of Bell’s inequalities (Clauser et al. 1969).
The significant violation of theCHSH inequality that resulted
constitutes a strong indication of the presence of ‘quantum
entanglement in visual perception’.

This violation shows a remarkable similarity with the vio-
lation of the CHSH inequality in a psychological test on
human participants (Aerts and Sozzo 2011) and aWeb test on
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corpuses of documents (Aerts et al. 2019a), where the same
combination of concepts The Animal Acts and the same sets
of exemplars were used. This result hence adds to the evi-
dence for the robustness of the presence of the entanglement
identified by the violation of this CHSH inequality.

To calculate the term E(A′, B ′)+E(A, B ′)+E(A′, B)−
E(A, B) that appears in the CHSH inequality

− 2 ≤ E(A′, B′) + E(A, B′) + E(A′, B) − E(A, B) ≤ 2, (1)

we traditionally consider four experiments AB, AB ′, A′B,
and A′B ′, each of them consisting in a joint experiment.
For example, AB is the experiment consisting in jointly per-
forming experiments on the concepts A and B. In our case,
the concepts and their combinations and their exemplars
are expressed in pictures, which means that our experi-
ments consist actually of applying the ‘Google Images’ tool
as a search engine for the different exemplars of the con-
sidered combinations of concepts and following specific
procedures, which we specify in the following, to calculate
the probabilities of occurrence of the different outcomes. The
quantities E(A, B), E(A, B ′), E(A′, B), and E(A′, B ′) are
the expected values of these experiments and will be calcu-
lated by gathering data on AB, AB ′, A′B, and A′B ′.

Let us start by experiment AB. Two exemplarsHorse and
Bear are considered for the concept Animal, and two exem-
plars Growls and Whinnies are considered for the concept
Acts. The four combinations The Horse Growls, The Horse
Whinnies, The Bear Growls, and The Bear Whinnies, where
each of them is an exemplar of The Animal Acts, are consid-
ered for the experiment AB. These four combinations play
the role of the four outcomes of the experiment AB, and
outcome probabilities are attributed to them following the
procedure we will specify now.Wemake a search in ‘Google
Images’ on ‘horse growls’, entering the two words in the
ordered sequence in the ‘Google’ bar, finding 400 images by
one hit of ‘Google Images’. We then carefully inspect each
of the 400 images and count the number of them on which
we see a horse that growls. This of course contains some
subjective appreciation of the images, because we only have
access to visual information. Proceeding in this way in Aerts
Arguëlles (2018), we could conclude that four images over
400 possibly showed a horse that is growling.Next, we divide
the number of images showing a horse that growls by the total
number of images inspected. For the data collected in Aerts
Arguëlles (2018), this gave P(A1, B1) = 4

400 = 0.01.
Let us come to the search in ‘Google Images’ on ‘horse

whinnies’. We proceed in analogous way as explained for
‘horse growls’. For the data collected in Aerts Arguëlles
(2018), then 391 images showed up as search results. A care-
ful verification of each image gave the count of 39 of them
showing a horse that whinnies. Hence, the corresponding
probability is P(A1, B2) = 39

391 = 0.0997. The search in

‘Google Images’ for ‘bear growls’ gave 380 images, while
142 of them showed a bear that growls. Hence, the cor-
responding probability is P(A2, B1) = 142

380 = 0.3737.
Finally, the search in ‘Google Images’ on ‘bear whinnies’
gave 389 images, while two of them could be interpreted as
a bear that whinnies. This gives a probability P(A2, B2) =
2
389 = 0.0050.

In the experiment AB, we thus obtained inAertsArguëlles
(2018) four probabilities P(A1, B1), P(A1, B2), P(A2,

B1), and P(A2, B2), connected with the chance to find a
horse that growls, a horse that whinnies, a bear that growls,
and a bear that whinnies, respectively, in a search with
‘Google Images’ explained above. However, to formulate the
CHSH inequality, we need to further normalize these quan-
tities. More specifically, we need estimations of ‘what is the
probability that one of the four will appear if we know that at
least one of them is appearing’. We can obtain these renor-
malized probabilities by dividing each of the now calculated
probability P(·) by their sum:

S (A, B) = P(A1, B1) + P(A1, B2)

+P(A2, B1) + P(A2, B2) = 0.4884 (2)

This gives:

P(A1, B1) = P(A1, B1)

S (A, B)
= 0.0205 (3)

P(A1, B2) = P(A1, B2)

S (A, B)
= 0.2042 (4)

P(A2, B1) = P(A2, B1)

S (A, B)
= 0.7651 (5)

P(A2, B2) = P(A2, B2)

S (A, B)
= 0.0103 (6)

The corresponding expectation value E(A, B) is then

E(A, B) = P(A1, B1) − P(A1, B2)

−P(A2, B1) + P(A2, B1) = −0.9385 (7)

The assumption underlying the above expectation value is
that the choiceHorse for Animal is given the value+1, while
the choice Bear for Animal is given the value −1. Similarly,
the choice Growls for Acts is given the value +1, and the
choiceWhinnies for Acts which is given the value −1. Then,
combining these values, we obtain that the choice The Horse
Growls is associated with the value +1, obtained by multi-
plying the value +1 forHorsewith the value +1 forGrowls.
Similarly, the choice The Horse Whinnies is−1 (multiplying
+1 by −1), the choice The Bear Growls is −1 (multiplying
−1 by 1) and the choice The Bear Whinnies is +1 (multiply-
ing −1 by −1). Then, E(A, B) is the ‘expected value’ given
by the probabilities P(A1, B1), P(A1, B2), P(A2, B1), and
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P(A2, B1) of each of these values. E(A, B) = −0.9385
particularly means that there is a strong anti-correlation, and
indeed, Horse anti-correlates with Growls and Bear anti-
correlates withWhinnies.

To define the three remaining experiments AB ′, A′B, and
A′B ′ that are needed to calculate the CHSH inequality term,
we consider two different exemplars of Animal, as well as
two different exemplars of Acts, namely Tiger and Cat, and
Snorts and Meows, respectively. In the experiment AB ′, the
exemplars Horse and Bear of Animal are combined with the
exemplars Snorts andMeows of Acts; in A′B, the exemplars
Tiger and Cat of Animal are combined with the exemplars
Growls and Whinnies of Acts; in A′B ′, the exemplars Tiger
and Cat of Animal are combined with the exemplars Snorts
and Meows of Acts.

Concretely, in the experiment AB ′, we made a ‘Google
Images’ search of ‘horse snorts’, obtaining 407 images
of which 41 show a snorting horse, a search of ‘horse
meows’, obtaining 403 images of which four show a meow-
ing horse, a search of ‘bear snorts’, obtaining 385 images
of which 23 show a snorting bear and a search of ‘bear
meows’, obtaining 405 images of which five show a meow-
ing bear. This gives, using the symbols above,P(A1, B ′

1) =
0.1007, P(A1, B ′

2) = 0.0099, P(A2, B ′
1) = 0.0597, and

P(A2, B ′
2) = 0.0123, and hence

S (A, B ′) = P(A1, B
′
1) + P(A1, B

′
2)

+P(A2, B
′
1) + P(A2, B

′
2) = 0.1827 (8)

P(A1, B
′
1) = P(A1, B ′

1)

S (A, B ′)
= 0.5512 (9)

P(A1, B
′
2) = P(A1, B ′

2)

S (A, B ′)
= 0.0543 (10)

P(A2, B
′
1) = P(A2, B ′

1)

S (A, B ′)
= 0.3269 (11)

P(A2, B
′
2) = P(A2, B ′

2)

S (A, B ′)
= 0.0676 (12)

E(A, B ′) = P(A1, B
′
1) − P(A1, B

′
2)

−P(A2, B
′
1) + P(A2, B

′
1) = 0.2376 (13)

In the experiment A′B, we made a ‘Google Images’ search
of ‘tiger growls’, obtaining 399 images of which 219 show
a growling tiger, a search of ‘tiger whinnies’, obtaining 402
images ofwhich three showawhinnying tiger, a search of ‘cat
growls’, obtaining 405 images of which 78 show a growling
cat and a search of ‘cat whinnies’, obtaining 402 images of
which one shows a whinnying cat. This givesP(A′

1, B1) =
0.5489, P(A′

1, B2) = 0.0075, P(A′
2, B1) = 0.1926, and

P(A′
2, B2) = 0.0025, and hence

S (A′, B) = P(A′
1, B1) + P(A′

1, B2)

+P(A′
2, B1) + P(A′

2, B2) = 0.7514 (14)

P(A′
1, B1) = P(A′

1, B1)

S (A′, B)
= 0.7305 (15)

P(A′
1, B2) = P(A′

1, B2)

S (A′, B)
= 0.0099 (16)

P(A′
2, B1) = P(A′

2, B1)

S (A′, B)
= 0.2563 (17)

P(A′
2, B2) = P(A′

2, B2)

S (A′, B)
= 0.0033 (18)

E(A′, B) = P(A′
1, B1) − P(A′

1, B2)

−P(A′
2, B1) + P(A′

2, B1) = 0.4675 (19)

Finally, in the experiment A′B ′, we made a ‘Google Images’
search of ‘tiger snorts’, obtaining 400 images of which 30
show a snorting tiger, a search of ‘tiger meows’, obtaining
403 images of which ten show a meowing tiger, a search of
‘cat snorts’, obtaining 392 images of which 15 show a snort-
ing cat, and a search of ‘cat meows’, obtaining 399 images
of which 161 show a meowing cat. This givesP(A′

1, B
′
1) =

0.075, P(A′
1, B

′
2) = 0.0248, P(A′

2, B
′
1) = 0.0383, and

P(A′
2, B

′
2) = 0.4035, and hence

S (A′, B ′) = P(A′
1, B

′
1) + P(A′

1, B
′
2)

+P(A′
2, B

′
1) + P(A′

2, B
′
2) = 0.5416 (20)

P(A′
1, B

′
1) = P(A′

1, B
′
1)

S (A′, B ′)
= 0.1385 (21)

P(A′
1, B

′
2) = P(A′

1, B
′
2)

S (A′, B ′)
= 0.0458 (22)

P(A′
2, B

′
1) = P(A′

2, B
′
1)

S (A′, B ′)
= 0.0707 (23)

P(A′
2, B

′
2) = P(A′

2, B
′
2)

S (A′, B ′)
= 0.7450 (24)

E(A′, B ′) = P(A′
1, B

′
1) − P(A′

1, B
′
2)

−P(A′
2, B

′
1) + P(A′

2, B
′
1) = 0.7671 (25)

The results above are reported in Table 1.
We have now all available empirical data and their corre-

sponding calculations of probabilities and expectation values
to calculate the term of the CHSH inequality, which gives

E(A′, B ′) + E(A, B ′) + E(A′, B) − E(A, B) = 2.4107

(26)

As we can see, the CHSH inequality (1) is manifestly vio-
lated. In addition, the numerical amount of the violation is
very close to the amount of the CHSH inequality violation
we found in the psychological test (Aerts and Sozzo 2011).
This result strongly points toward non-classical structure in
the representation of visual images.

In the next section, we will work out a quantum represen-
tation in Hilbert space of the data reported in this section,
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Table 1 Data collected in the experiments on entanglement in the Web test using ‘Google Images’ as source (Aerts Arguëlles 2018)

Experiment AB ‘horse growls’ ‘horse whinnies’ ‘bear growls’ ‘bear whinnies’

μ(A1, B1) = 0.0205 P(A1, B2) = 0.2042 μ(A2, B1) = 0.7651 μ(A2, B2) = 0.0103

Experiment AB ′ ‘horse snorts’ ‘horse meows’ ‘bear snorts’ ‘bear meows’

μ(A1, B ′
1) = 0.5512 μ(A1, B ′

2) = 0.0543 μ(A2, B ′
1) = 0.3269 μ(A2, B ′

2) = 0.0676

Experiment A′B ‘tiger growls’ ‘tiger whinnies’ ‘cat growls’ ‘cat whinnies’

μ(A′
1, B1) = 0.7305 μ(A′

1, B2) = 0.0099 μ(A′
2, B1) = 0.2563 μ(A′

2, B2) = 0.0033

Experiment A′B ′ ‘tiger snorts’ ‘tiger meows’ ‘cat snorts’ ‘cat meows’

μ(A′
1, B

′
1) = 0.1385 μ(A′

1, B
′
2) = 0.0458 μ(A′

2, B
′
1) = 0.0707 μ(A′

2, B
′
2) = 0.7450

which shows that ‘quantum entanglement provides a natural
unifying explanation for the meaning connections identified
in all these kinds of tests’.

3 Quantummodeling of data on
composition of images

In the Hilbert space representation of the data in Sect. 2,
we follow the formal techniques we developed in Aerts and
Sozzo (2014) and applied in Aerts et al. (2019a). As men-
tioned in Sect. 1 and shown in Aerts and Sozzo (2014), the
way states are prepared and measurements are performed in
The Animal Acts entails that not only the state of the con-
ceptual entity The Animal Acts is entangled, but also the four
measurements are generally entangled.

We denote by p the state of the composed conceptual
entity The Animal Acts, made up of the individual conceptual
entities Animal and Acts.

Experiment AB corresponds to a joint measurement eAB
performed on the composite entity The Animal Acts with
four possible outcomes λHG , λBW (which are chosen equal
to +1), λHW , and λBG (which are chosen equal to −1), and
four outcome states pHG , pBW , pHW , and pBG , describing
the situation of The Animal Acts once ‘horse growls’, ‘bear
whinnies’, ‘horse whinnies’, and ‘bear growls’, respectively,
are considered in AB using ‘Google Images’. Let us denote
by Pp(HG), Pp(BW ), Pp(HW ), and Pp(BG) the probabil-
ity that the outcome λHG , λBW , λHW , and λBG , respectively,
is obtained when The Animal Acts is in the state p and the
measurement eAB is performed.1

Experiment AB ′ corresponds to a joint measurement eAB′
on the composite conceptual entity The Animal Acts with
four possible outcomes λHS , λBM (which are chosen equal
to +1), λHS , and λBM (which are chosen equal to −1), and
four outcome states pHS , pBM , pHM , and pBS , describing
the situation of The Animal Acts once ‘horse snorts’, ‘bear

1 For AB, the appearance numbers in Table 1, Sect. 2, are an estimation
of the probabilities that a given outcome is obtained. The same remark
applies to AB ′, A′B, and A′B ′.

meows’, ‘horse meows’, and ‘bear snorts’, respectively, are
considered in AB ′ using ‘Google Images’. Let us denote by
Pp(HS), Pp(BM), Pp(HM), and Pp(BS) the probability
that the outcome λHS , λBM , λHM , and λBS , respectively,
is obtained when The Animal Acts is in the state p and the
measurement eAB′ is performed.

Experiment A′B corresponds to a joint measurement eA′B
on the composite conceptual entity The Animal Acts with
four possible outcomes λTG , λCW (which are chosen equal
to +1), λTW , and λCG (which are chosen equal to −1), and
four outcome states pTG , pCW , pTW , and pCG , describing
the situation of The Animal Acts once ‘tiger growls’, ‘cat
whinnies’, ‘tiger whinnies’, and ‘cat growls’, respectively,
are considered in A′B using ‘Google Images’. Let us denote
by Pp(TG), Pp(CW ), Pp(TW ), and Pp(CG) the probabil-
ity that the outcome λTG , λCW , λTW , and λCG , respectively,
is obtained when The Animal Acts is in the state p and the
measurement eA′B is performed.

Experiment A′B ′ corresponds to a joint measurement
eA′B′ on the composite conceptual entity The Animal Acts
with four possible outcomes λT S , λCM (which are chosen
equal to+1), λT M , and λCS (which are chosen equal to−1),
and four outcome states pT S , pCM , pT M , and pCS , describ-
ing the situation of The Animal Acts once ‘tiger snorts’,
‘meows’, ‘tiger meows’, and ‘cat snorts’, respectively, are
considered in A′B ′ using ‘Google Images’. Let us denote
by Pp(T S), Pp(CM), Pp(T M), and Pp(CS) the probabil-
ity that the outcome λT S , λCM , λT M , and λCS , respectively,
is obtained when The Animal Acts is in the state p and the
measurement eA′B′ is performed.

Before coming to the mathematical representation, let
us preliminarily observe that the violation of the CHSH
inequality indicates that the concepts Animal and Acts are
connected by meaning in the combination The Animal Acts.
In addition, they are connected in a non-classical way, which
suggests that meaning-connected concepts, like The Animal
Acts, should be described by entangled states. Furthermore,
the jointmeasurements eAB , eAB′ , eA′B , and eA′B′ correspond
to operations performed on the overall entityTheAnimal Acts
rather than to operations separately performed on the individ-
ual entities Animal and Acts. As such, their outcome states,
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e.g., Horse Whinnies or Tiger Growls, being again meaning-
connected combinations of concepts, should be described
by entangled states. This entails that the joint measurement
eAB (similarly, eAB′ , eA′B , and eA′B′ ) on The Animal Acts
cannot be generally decomposed into a submeasurement eA
on Animal and a submeasurement eB on Acts, though, e.g.,
Horse Whinnies is syntactically formed by juxtaposing the
words ‘horse’ and ‘whinnies’, because the concepts Horse
and Whinnies are connected by meaning.

Each joint measurement has four distinct outcomes;
hence, we can now associate the composed conceptual entity
The Animal Acts with the Hilbert space C4 of all 4-tuples of
complex numbers. The Hilbert space C4 is canonically iso-
morphic to the tensor product Hilbert space C2 ⊗C

2, where
C
2 is the complex Hilbert space of all 2-tuples of complex

numbers.Let {(1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1)}
be the canonicalONbasis ofC4,which is canonically isomor-
phic to the ON basis {(1, 0)⊗ (1, 0), (1, 0)⊗ (0, 1), (0, 1)⊗
(1, 0), (0, 1) ⊗ (0, 1)} of C2 ⊗ C

2.
In the canonical ON basis of C4, the initial state p of

The Animal Acts is represented by the unit vector |p〉 =
(aeiα, beiβ, ceiγ , deiδ), wherea, b, c, d are nonnegative real
numbers such that a2+b2+c2+d2 = 1 andα,β, γ , δ are real
numbers. The unit vector |p〉 represents a product state if and
only if adei(α+δ) − bcei(β+γ ) = 0. Otherwise, p represents
an entangled state. However, symmetry reasons suggest us
to represent the initial state of the combined concept The
Animal Acts by the unit vector

|p〉 = 1√
2
(0, 1,−1, 0) (27)

Coming to joint measurements, the measurement eAB has
four outcomes λHG , λHW , λBG , and λBW , corresponding
to Horse Growls, Bear Whinnies, Bear Growls, and Bear
Whinnies, and four outcome states pHG , pHW , pBG , and
pBW , respectively. Themeasurement eAB is thus represented
by the self-adjoint operator

EAB = |pHG〉〈pHG | + |pBW 〉〈pBW |
−|pHW 〉〈pHW | − |pBG〉〈pBG | (28)

or, equivalently, by the spectral family {|pHG〉〈pHG |, |pHW 〉
〈pHW |, |pBG〉〈pBG |, |pBW 〉〈pBW |}, such that the outcome
states pHG , pHW , pBG , and pBW are represented by the
eigenvectors of EAB

|pHG〉 = ei�HG (aHG , bHG , cHG , dHG) (29)

|pHW 〉 = ei�HW (aHW , bHW , cHW , dHW ) (30)

|pBG〉 = ei�BG (aBG, bBG , cBG , dBG) (31)

|pBW 〉 = ei�BW (aBW , bBW , cBW , dBW ), (32)

respectively. In (29)–(32), we are assuming that the phases
of the complex numbers are the same across the various C4

components of the unit vectors, for the sake of simplicity.
Moreover, ai j , bi j , ci j , di j , i = H , B, j = B,W , are non-
negative real numbers and ei�HG , ei�HW , ei�BG , and ei�BW

are real numbers. The self-adjoint operator EAB represents a
product measurement if and only if all unit vectors in (29)–
(32) represent product states. Otherwise, eAB is an entangled
measurement.

To determine the unit vectors in (29)–(32) that satisfy
empirical data, we need to impose the following conditions:

(i) the vectors in (29)–(32) have to be unitary;
(ii) the vectors in (29)–(32) have to bemutually orthogonal;
(iii) the empirically determined probabilities of appearance

in Table 1, Sect. 2, have to be calculated through the
Born rule of quantum probability.

Let us then come to the representation of the other joint
measurements. The measurements eAB′ , eA′B , and eA′B′ are,
respectively, represented by the self-adjoint operators

EAB′ = |pHS〉〈pHS| + |pBM 〉〈pBM |
−|pHM 〉〈pHM | − |pBS〉〈pBS| (33)

EA′B = |pTG〉〈pTG | + |pCW 〉〈pCW |
−|pTW 〉〈pTW | − |pCG〉〈pCG | (34)

EA′B′ = |pT S〉〈pT S| + |pCM 〉〈pCM |
−|pT M 〉〈pT M | − |pCS〉〈pCS| (35)

constructed on unit vectors written in the forms of (29)–
(32) and satisfying conditions (i)–(iii), with obvious symbol
replacement.

It is then sufficient to show how we can construct the self-
adjoint operator EAB . The remaining operators are obtained
in the same way. An explicit construction was made in Aerts
et al. (2019a). Repeating that construction for the data on
the ‘Google Images test’ in Sect. 2, we find the following
solutions.

We start by the joint measurement eAB . We get:

|pHG〉 = (0.99,−0.06, 0.14, 0) �HG = 145.80◦ (36)

|pHW 〉 = (0.02, 0.94, 0.30, 0.14) �HW = 0.38◦ (37)

|pBG〉 = (0.15, 0.29,−0.94, 0.04) �BG = 33.92◦(38)
|pBW 〉 = (0.01, 0.15, 0,−0.99) �BW = 323.13◦ (39)

We observe that the unit vectors |pHG〉 and |pBW 〉 approxi-
mately represent product states, while the unit vectors |pHW 〉
and |pBG〉 represent entangled states.Hence, eAB is an entan-
gled measurement.
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Analogously,we can proceed to find solutions for the coin-
cidence measurement eAB′ , which are the following:

|pHS〉 = (0.35, 0.12,−0.93, 0.05)

�HS = 0.07◦ (40)

|pHM 〉 = (0.01, 0.33, 0,−0.94)

�HM = 18.66◦ (41)

|pBS〉 = (−0.03, 0.94, 0.13, 0.33)

�BS = 69.29◦ (42)

|pBM 〉 = (0.94,−0.02, 0.35, 0)

�BM = 135.73◦ (43)

We observe that the unit vectors |pHM 〉 and |pBM 〉 approxi-
mately represent product states, while the unit vectors |pHS〉
and |pBS〉 represent entangled states.Hence, eAB′ is an entan-
gled measurement.

The solutions for the coincidence measurement eA′B are
instead the following:

|pTG〉 = (0.51, 0.54,−0.67, 0.06)

�TG = 45.04◦ (44)

|pTW 〉 = (0.01, 0.77, 0.63, 0.07)

�TW = 0.60◦ (45)

|pCG〉 = (0.86,−0.33, 0.39, 0)

�CG = 12.97◦ (46)

|pCW 〉 = (0.03, 0.08, 0,−0.99)

�CW = 255.59◦ (47)

Weobserve that all the unit vectors |pTG〉, |pTW 〉, |pCG〉, and
|pCW 〉 represent entangled states. Hence, eA′B is an entan-
gled measurement.

Finally, the solutions for the coincidence measurement
eA′B′ are the following:

|pT S〉 = (0.92,−0.20, 0.33, 0)

�T S = 354.14◦ (48)

|pT M 〉 = (0.06, 0.30, 0,−0.95)

�T M = 281.00◦ (49)

|pCS〉 = (0.01, 0.84, 0.47, 0.27)

�CS = 0.59◦ (50)

|pCM 〉 = (0.38, 0.40,−0.82, 0.15)

�CM = 45.06◦ (51)

We observe that all the unit vectors |pT S〉, |pT M 〉, pCS〉, and
|pCM 〉 represent entangled states. Hence, eA′B′ is an entan-
gled measurement.

To conclude, we have proved in this section that the data
collected in Aerts Arguëlles (2018) on visual perception

exhibit the same type of strong entanglement that was identi-
fied in the psychological test in Aerts and Sozzo (2011) and
Aerts et al. (2019a); namely, violation of the CHSH inequal-
ity is due to an entanglement that is present in both the initial
state of the combined conceptual entity The Animal Acts and
the coincidence measurements that are performed, due to
the meaning connections between the component conceptual
entities Animal and Acts.

4 Entanglement as meaning connection

Before concluding, it is worth to compare the violation of
the CHSH inequality in visual perception (Aerts Arguëlles
2018) with the violation of the same inequality in the original
psychological test on human participants (Aerts and Sozzo
2011).

Let us make more specific what we mean by consider-
ing the first joint experiment AB. In the psychological test,
we asked the participants to choose among the four possible
outcomes Horse Growls, Horse Whinnies, Bear Growls, and
Bear Whinnies, and hence the data were collected after an
interaction of the human minds of the participants with the
questionnaire in the realmof a survey. Since the questionnaire
contains a presentation of the experiment, the combination
of concepts The Animal Acts is also present in some way
in the realm of where the experiment takes place. However,
we should not imagine that the state transformation mod-
eled in Hilbert space in this paper, and also in Aerts et al.
(2019a); Aerts and Sozzo (2014), describes a change of state
in the mind of the participants. When we imagine from self-
experience what takes place in the minds of the participants,
we would rather consider that the combination of concepts
The Animal Acts is present in the overall realm of question-
naire mind, but not in such a way that each of the participants
will undergo a transformation from the initial state describ-
ing Animal Acts to, for example, the state describing Horse
Whinnies. Hence, we have to consider the state change mod-
eled in Hilbert space and quantum collapse, as a ‘change of
state of the considered concepts themselves’. This does not
mean, however, that it is not interesting to connect what we
can imagine to happen more specifically within the reality of
the experiments, because this will reveal us reality aspects of
the entities involved.

Let us hence turn in a more detailed way to how we
imagine the experiment in the visual perception realm to be
connected with the changes of states of the concept The Ani-
mal Acts to Horse Whinnies. In this experiment, there are no
participants and minds of participants that interact within a
questionnaire and no choosing of exemplars of the combi-
nation Animal Acts such as Horse Whinnies. However, the
frequency of images ofHorse Whinnies is counted, and after
division by all the images considered and renormalization
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with the other three alternatives, we find a number which we
consider to play the same role as the relative frequency of
choices forHorse Whinnies in the psychological test. Why is
it meaningful to do so?And, what insights does this give us to
the connections it has with the state transformation modeled
by the Hilbert space model?

The images which are shown when the search words
‘horse whinnies’ are entered in the ‘Google Images’ search
engine are collected from the Web. Images on the Web are
representative for images like they also are contained in
human minds in imagination from experience and/or fan-
tasy. Indeed, when an image containing Horse Whinnies is
present in the ‘Google Images’ search, this means that this
image was put on the Web by a human mind for a specific
reason, which can be related to the reality of the person with
this human mind, but also to the imagination of the person
with this human mind. Hence, there is a less direct connec-
tion with the humanmind in the experimental situation of the
visual perception test considered in Aerts Arguëlles (2018)
than in the experimental situation of the psychological test
considered in Aerts and Sozzo (2011). The probabilities that
are derived from the data are, however, in both cases equally
well connected to the transformation of states and related
probabilities of transformation as described in the Hilbert
space model we presented in this article because of the way
in which in both cases these probabilities are calculated.

We have already mentioned that the conceptual combi-
nation The Animal Acts can be imagined to be present in
the questionnaire and its interaction with the human minds
of the participants in the psychological test considered in
Aerts and Sozzo (2011). But where is this combined con-
cept The Animal Acts in the experimental situation in Aerts
Arguëlles (2018) of the visual perception situation? All the
images of ‘Google Images’ counted to give rise to the prob-
abilities are images that contain more concrete animals, i.e.,
horses, bears, tigers or cats, performing more concrete acts,
growling, whinnying, snorting or meowing, that the more
abstract concepts Animal and Acts indicate. However, we
can imagine a visual image where an abstract animal, hence
a painting or drawing of an animal which cannot be recog-
nized to be one of the concrete animals that we consider, so
it could be a horse, a bear, a tiger or a cat, acts in a way that
also cannot be distinguished between growling, whinnying,
snorting, or meowing. This could, for example, be a paint-
ing or a drawing where the body and its parts of the animal
depicted are very schematic, abstract, cubist, or impression-
ist, in such a way that no specific animal can be recognized,
and the stature of this figurative animal painting or drawing
is such that clearly a sound is made by the animal, while it is
not possible to see in the painting or drawing which sound it
is.

Can we claim in some way that the state transition
described in the Hilbert spacemodel is themore fundamental

one and represents in a genuine way the underlying reality
of what happens, both for the situation of the psychologi-
cal experiment in Aerts and Sozzo (2011), and for which
the Hilbert space model is worked out in Aerts and Sozzo
(2014), and for the visual perception experiment in Aerts
Arguëlles (2018)? We believe we can, and to bring forward
part of the argumentation of why we believe we can, we
want to do the opposite, and describe in some detail in which
way the ‘experimental happenings’ taking place in bothAerts
and Sozzo (2011) and Aerts Arguëlles (2018) are collapses
or projections of the general transformation modeled in the
Hilbert space formalism.

For the visual perception example considered in Aerts
Arguëlles (2018) obviously, and actually as a consequence
of the focus on visual perception, the ‘presence of the con-
sidered animal in the three-dimensional theatre of space’ is
an important element of what is taking place. As mentioned
already in Aerts Arguëlles (2018), the ‘meaning content’ of
an image in a certain sense ‘sticks out of the two dimensional
plane in which the image is physically materially concepted
as a consequence of its nature of being a visual imagine’. Of
course, the ‘sticking out of the plane’ of the ‘meaning con-
tent’ does not have to be looked upon as if it sticks out in the
third dimension of space; if that would be the case, it would
not work any longer for a three-dimensional visual entity,
such as a sculture. Hence, ‘the meaning content sticks out
of the plane’ into another realm which is a ‘meaning realm
somewhere connecting the image with the human mind of
the person watching it’. When we model this state of affairs
and this type of dynamics quantum mechanically we inverse
the view, i.e., the realm of meaning that we needed to intro-
duce to be able to talk about what happens for the situation
of visual perception, hence the realm of where the mean-
ing content of the image sticks into, that realm is considered
quantummechanically to be the reality, and the material sub-
stance within the plane where the image is physically is a
‘collapsed or projected state’ of the real quantum mechan-
ical state of the image, this real quantum mechanical state
hence being non-spatial in nature, and referring to a state of
being of this meaning realm. That is hence also how we have
to interpret the state p appearing in our Hilbert space model;
it is the state Animal Acts referring to the non-spatial mean-
ing realm in which the image sticks out to connect with the
human mind of a person watching the image, this person’s
humanmind equally so sticking out of the material collapsed
state of his or her mind which is his or her brain.

We might believe that less of the above-described ‘col-
lapse or projection’ is present in the case of the psychological
test in Aerts and Sozzo (2011), but that is actually not really
true. If we write the combination of concepts The Animal
Acts, the written text is also a collapsed state of the con-
cept. Also if we speak The Animal Acts, the sound of our
speech taking place in time is a collapsed state of the con-
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cept. Both seem at first sight to be less intrinsically bound
to space and/or time, but that is only appearance. Because
of how language has evolved historically and also its pur-
pose and how visual art has evolved and its purpose, we
could believe that language is more faithful with respect to
the structure of the reality of the meaning realm which we
mention and which is non-spatial. This is partly true, but to
put this in perspective, the way sentences are spoken and
written is actually a collapse in a one-dimensional time—for
the spoken version—and space—for the written version—
dimension. That there is only one dimension available is
also the reason that Animal and Acts are separately spoken
and/or written, and joined only on the level of how the spo-
ken and/or written form sticks out into the meaning realm
they are collapses of. Because visual art makes use of three
dimensions instead of the one dimension of spoken and writ-
ten language, The Animal Acts will not have to be separated,
and indeed, for the painting or drawing of The Animal Acts
which we proposed above, its visual presentation does not
separate Animal from Acts, both are joined, and the paint-
ing or drawing jointly represents, even in the collapsed state,
Animal as well as Acts in one entity. Similarly for the differ-
ent exemplars, we have considered in the experiments.Horse
Whinnies in the one-dimensional collapse region of spoken
and written language can only be represented by two sepa-
rated pieces of spoken and/orwritten concepts, namelyHorse
and Whinnies, while in every image we see of a horse that
whinnies, both Horse and Whinnies are joined inseparably
within the collapsed form of the two-dimensional material
of the image. For what concerns this important aspect of
separation and non-separation, we could say that the visual
art example of violation of the CHSH inequality might well
be a better analogy for what happens in physics with the
violation of these inequalities by means of entangled quan-
tum entities. Indeed, one of the mysterious aspects of the
entangled quantum entities is that the measuring apparatuses
detecting the correlations can be widely separated in space, a
quantum effect referred to as non-locality. In the way we
have in our Brussels group analyzed the ‘quantum entity
situation of entanglement’, we have often put forward the
idea that the connection between both entities takes place in
their non-spatial realms (Aerts 1990, 1998; Aerts and Sas-
soli de Bianchi 2016). In the two-dimensional collapsed state
of their picture representation, Horse and Whinnies remain
non-separated even in this collapsed state, while in the one-
dimensional collapsed state of their spoken and written word
form, Horse and Whinnies are separated. This gives us a
hint that quantum entities couldwell remain non-separated in
their non-spatial states in which the entanglement takes place
and only show themselves separated, like Horse and Whin-
niesdo in their one-dimensional spoken andwritten collapsed
state, in their three-dimensional space collapsed states, i.e.,
the regions of space where the detection apparatuses have

been placed. Within our extended Bloch version of quantum
theory, this notion of non-spatiality can be given amathemat-
ical description as shown by the modeling of entanglement
in this extended Bloch representation (Aerts and Sassoli de
Bianchi 2016).

Hence, the entanglement encountered in physics includ-
ing itsmanifestation of non-locality is perhaps not essentially
different from the entanglement we have identified in cogni-
tion and visual art.
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